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Museum's Gladiator pit. User Info: CrimsonKing So after looking around a little, in the room that
is flooded and says Iceberg Lounge, I found a bomb able glass. This opened another passage in
order for me to do another electric batarang charge I did it. It opened another shutter door..
Everything being said, are the fences supposed to be electrified still?? And no, that elevator
won't budge! I actually started a new file, thinking the game was glitching on me, hoping I would
catch what I missed.. No dice. The only other thing I can find in here is the corrider with
Penguin's Tyger cannon. Looks invincible Please help! I'm stuck in the museum! You can turn
them off via some of the hackable monitors in the room. I'm supposed to then charge the
generators of the elevator to move it, but it won't budge! Jump in the elevator, make it go up
and then use detective mode and the ceiling is breakable. Blow it up and get up there. I would
suggest using detective mode a LOT Maybe actually A Read a guide, B Wait for a response or C
Watch a video of the game before you overreact and do something so drastic. Just because you
can't get past a point doesn't mean it's a glitch. Most games are not glitched like that. How can I
bomb the ceiling if I can't reach it; the elevator won't budge. Just FYI, I've tried 3 or 4 guides,
and they seem to be pretty vague on this issue. I use Detective Mode more than I use regular
mode, too. It's kinda sad, actually. Maybe I'll catch something I missed. I can't watch a video, I'm
out of data. And I didn't consider it drastic to start over. It gave me a chance to go and relearn
my moves, as well as explore the city further before getting stuck in the Museum. Thank you for
responding. I finally got it done. It had something to do with standing within the elevator,
powering it up during Detective Mode, and pressing R at the prompt to raise the elevator. THEN
you can bomb the ceiling. What a goddamned relief. I just beat Mr. Freeze, and I'm well on my
way. Thanks for egging me on. I'm pretty sure you activated the elevator by shooting the yellow
power box with the electro gun. There's two of them outside of the elevator but also one inside.
Either way, nice to see you go by. Freeze is a pretty cool fight in a series that has mostly weak
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or password? Don't have an account? Sign up for free! How do I solve Gladiator PIt? I am at the
Gladiator Pit, in the Museum. I can't get the two riddler puzzles here. I don't see any electricity to
charge batarang. User Info: XTannim. Top Voted Answer. You have to go back upstairs in that
room and reactivate the power to the fences. Once that's done there will be an arc over the door
downstairs. If you haven't found the exploding penguin in that room yet, get up next to the
electric fence controls and look at the hanging cage. It's in there. User Info: Burnmad. Sign Up
for free or Log In if you already have an account to be able to ask and answer questions.
Question Status How do i get past the gladiator pit? Answered How do I get upstairs in the

gladiator pit? Answered How do i get past the gladiator pit? Answered How to cross the
gladiator pit "" elevator read error"? Ask A Question. Keep me logged in on this device. Forgot
your username or password? How do i get past the gladiator pit? How do I get upstairs in the
gladiator pit? How to cross the gladiator pit "" elevator read error"? The security panel you
couldn't access before can now be hacked, allowing you to enter the bowels of the museum.
Some of Penguin 's gang have a hostage in their midst, plus one of them also sports some
beating-resistant armor. You'll be taught to exercise a sort of stun attack involving Batman 's
cape, then encouraged to go into a beatdown by repeatedly pressing the strike button to
overpower this armored foe. When the danger surrounding the hostage has been squashed, the
hostage, revealing himself to be Officer Jones, hopes you can help him search for his other
squad mates. Continue down the stairs to the door ahead. If you're interested, there's a Riddler
Trophy to be obtained in the area to the left. The door deposits you right in the heart of a
gladiator pit. As you can probably predict from here, it won't be long before Batman is rushed
by the savage and violence-starved inmates. As always, some combat finesse will help you
prevail even against the overwhelming odds. Despite having his crew completely trounced by
your hands, Penguin seems a little too unconcerned. He plays his secret card in unleashing a
Titan mutant thug -- basically, another huge, brainless brute. This time the Titan is so easily
flustered by a trio of Batman's stun attacks, which the game actually instructs you to do, that
it's easy to subdue him and control him albeit clumsily for a little while. While you're on his
back, steer the lumbering bloke towards the small fry and watch them flounder helplessly.
Avoid the Titan's direct attacks and repeat this until this huge enemy and his friends finally fall.
By the time you survive the gruesome battle, Penguin will be out of sight, leaving you
wondering what to do. For starters, the doors on either side are blocked off by a thick current of
electricity. There's a switch behind one side of the fence, but you'll have to use a Remote
Controlled Batarang to hit the switch. The switch opens up a door which in turn leads to a
security panel. Hop in the elevator behind the security door and activate it by adding juice to the
electromagnets. The elevator leads seemingly to a dead end, but really, it's nothing a thick coat
of Explosive Gel can't fix. Then blow up the wall to find it. Continue along the corridor and
detonate some Explosive Gel on the thick wall of ice. Batman: Arkham City Wiki Guide. Last
Edited: 14 Jan am. Was this guide helpful? YES NO. In This Wiki Guide. Summary: Batman:
Arkham City builds upon the intense, atmospheric foundation of Batman: Arkham Asylum,
sending players soaring into Arkham City, the new maximum security home for all of Gotham
City's thugs, gangsters and insane criminal masterminds. Genres: Action. Publishers: Eidos
Interactive, Warner Bros. Features: Number Of Players. Release Date: October 18, Table of
Contents. Freeze Mr. Home Discussions Workshop Market Broadcasts. Change language. Install
Steam. Store Page. Global Achievements. After beating all the villains in the game I am working
my way through to collect all the Riddler trophies. I made it back to the museum and to the
gladiators pit room. There are two steel bar doors that are locked with electric locks with two
trophies behind them and you have to charge the batterang by throwing it through the arcing
electric wires and then guid it to the fuse boxTo open the doors. I no longer have the Electricity
through those wires to charge The batterang. So I cannot unlock those two doors to receive the
trophies. Is there any way to turn that power back on? Or is this just a lost cause and I will not
be able to retrieve those two trophies. If anybody knows how to fix this problem I would greatly
appreciate it. Thank you and have a good day Showing 1 - 4 of 4 comments. As you enter the
Gladiator Pit from the main hallway there should
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be 3 grated security doors. The one on your left should be open enough to slide under. Slide
under that one to the elevator and turn power back on using the Cryptographic Sequencer. The
far right door can be opened with the Remote Electrical Charge from inside, after breaking the
glass in the center vestibule. After collecting the trophies, if you haven't finished the Catwoman
mission after the main story, be a gentleman and shut the power off again for Catwoman. You'll
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